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The best Chromebooks can provide a top-notch computing experience in 2020. They are ideal for students, grandparents, and those looking for a free laptop with long battery life. We've reviewed and rated absolutely the best Chromebooks, so you can find the best value in any budget. Our customer's guide will help you
find the perfect Chrome OS laptop or tablet if you switch to Windows or Mac, or if you buy your first laptop in full. The 10 best Chromebooks you can buy ASUS Chromebook Flip C434 - Best Chromebook overall: a large and premium Chromebook with a long battery, lots of energy, and a great trackpad. Lenovo
Chromebook Duo - Best Tablet: Coming with a stand and a removable keyboard in a box, Lenovo gives us the best tablet experience on Chromebook to date Acer Chromebook Spin 713 - Best for gaming and performance: Acer delivers powerful performance and gaming kick with 10th Gen Intel processor and up to
16GB of RAM. Lenovo Flex 5 Chromebook - Best value: powerful, portable and almost perfect Chromebook multi-course for students, travelers, business people and everyday Chromebook users. ASUS Chromebook Flip C214 - Best for students: This ultra-portable Chromebook is durable, lightweight, and perfect for the
clumsy students in your life. Lenovo Chromebook C340 (11.6) - Best compact Chromebook: This compact Chromebook is perfect for on-the-go users and those who need a quality laptop on a budget. Lenovo Chromebook C340 (15.6) - Best Big Screen Chromebook: If you want a larger, more spacious version of our top
choice, this is for you. Google Pixelbook Go - Best for upcoming Features: Google's own Pixelbook line gets Chrome OS features first, and has one of the best keyboards and trackpads ever. Samsung Galaxy Chromebook - Best 4K Chromebook: This powerful and impressively thin Chromebook has an absolutely
beautiful screen perfect for watching movies or editing photos. Acer Chromebook 715 - Best Budget Workhorse: This super-sized Chromebook offers good performance at a great price, and a full keyboard with a room pad is a huge help for teachers and businesses. Chromebooks are big little laptops, especially for
students and for those who aren't interested in the more intense content needed for Windows laptops, but this year the demand for Chromebooks has absolutely exploded. When the locks first started sweeping through the U.S. and Europe, millions of people soon realized that they needed another computer to get their
kids distance to learn while mom and dad worked on their own laptops. Millions of people realized that old and ageing laptops were too weak to cope with sustainable video conferencing in this work of the home era, and so they set out to find a lightweight, affordable laptop to their needs. Combine the millions of users in
need of a new laptop as soon as possible with a shortage of components from stopping production in China at the beginning of the year, and you have today's Chromebook market: big Chromebooks Chromebooks Within a few hours, the price of gougers are in full force, and even the largest Chromebook manufacturers
are fully sold out over the next few months. When you look at Chromebooks on Amazon you will notice that many of the best lists don't have prices near them. It's Chromebooks that Amazon temporarily sold out, but don't worry, there are still great Chromebooks you can buy without letting resellers meet to pay inflated
prices. Check early and often. Retailers top up the second they get new inventory, not just on Monday morning, so go back and go through various retail links in order to make sure you get the Chromebook you want at the price you deserve. Here's our detailed list of the best Chromebooks you can buy, although you may
have to check every few days to catch them in stock. Source: Ara Wagoner / Android Central 1. ASUS Chromebook Flip C434 Bottom Line: ASUS Chromebook Flip C434 is essentially a 14-inch Chromebook in a 13-inch shell, offering you a larger screen while still portable. Between a thin, durable design, excellent
battery life and options for higher RAM and storage, the C434 is a Chromebook that can do it all. One of the few Chromebooks to offer a backlit keyboard, it's perfect for long nights and dim offices. Display size: 14-inch 1080p IPS Touchscreen Processor: Intel Core m3/i5 Ram: 4-16GB Storage: 64-512 GB Battery life: 10
hours Ports: 1x USB-A, 2x USB-C, microSD, audio combo connector Weight: 3.30 pounds Colors: Spangle Silver Other features: Backlit keyboard, 720p camera, 45W Automatic Update Expiration Date: June 2026 We recommend the Intel Core version of the Intel M3 with 8GB of RAM, as it is the best balance of
performance and cost. The exceptional aluminum design of the Good Backlit Keyboard High-quality display 8GB models are becoming increasingly difficult to find keys difficult to see in certain lighting conditions ASUS is one of the most famous manufacturers of The Chromebook, and has been since day one. What sets
the company apart from its competitors is the focus on creating a premium hardware experience in the most compact shell possible. With the Chromebook Flip C434, ASUS is crammed with what is essentially a 14-inch Chromebook in a 13-inch case. ASUS focuses on the basics here, including a really high quality
1080p LCD touchpad surrounded by thin frames, along with an oversized precision trackpad, a backlit keyboard - a rarity at this price - and a tapered aluminum design that resembles a MacBook Air. The hinge flips 360 degrees, allowing you to install the Chromebook in traditional, tent, and tablet modes - hence the Flip
in the title - all in the body under three pounds. The included Intel Core M3-8100y processor is not the fastest available, but it is more Good enough for daily use, especially paired with an extra 8GB of RAM - although the standard version still comes with a sufficient 4GB. There's also Model with i5 processor and 128GB
of storage if you need an even more beef setup, but the m3 should be enough for most of us. As for input, you get two USB-C ports and one USB-A port along with a microSD card slot. The laptop advertises eight to 10 hours of battery life, and that's around what we usually got, too. Ports are one of the reasons why I
have so far recommended the C434 over the new ASUS Chromebook Flip C436; The C436 has only USB-C and microSD ports, no USB-A port. Yes, USB-C hubs are plentiful, but at least one USB-A port on a laptop is very useful, especially for a laptop this big. Other reason I recommend the C434 over the C436 is that
the C434 has the most consistent battery life - although the battery has improved since the launch bugs were canceled - and the price. As a new, shiny, more premium version of the C434 with beefier processors, upgraded RAM and SSD storage on eMMC storage, the C436 is hundreds larger than last year's model,
offering performance enhancements that most people will never be able to actually take advantage of. The C434 is like the Audi while the C436 is like the Alfa Romeo: there is a premium and then there is more money than the meaning of luxury. The 14-inch touchscreen stands out when multitasking, and the backlit
keyboard is easily inserted late into the night. From $570 on Amazon Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central 2. Lenovo Chromebook Duo Bottom Line: If you want a tablet that offers the best Google services and software without instantly lagging behind on the software updates the way Android tablets do, the Lenovo
Chromebook Duo is the perfect sofa companion that can pull double duty as a laptop while your kids co-opt the family desktop. Display size: 10.1-inch 400 nit 1920x1200px Touchscreen Processor: Media Helio P60T Ram: 4GB Storage: 64-128 GB Battery life: 10 hours Ports: 1x USB-C (USB 2.0 and DP) Weight: 0.94
pounds (tablet only) / 2.03 pounds (with cap and keyboard) Colors: Two-foot ice blue and iron-grey (en) Other features: USI Stylus compatibility, included stand and removable keyboard, Charger 10W (Maximum Charging Speed 18 W) Automatic Expiration Update: June 2028 Storage RAM Supplier 64GB 4GB $249 at
Walmart 128GB 4 GB $299 at Best Buy Excellent Battery Life Kickstand and keyboard included a bright 1080p screen for comics and a video too small for some Only One USB-C port Lenovo first debuted the Duo at CES, and it gave us hope that we could see the Chromebook tablet finally done right. The Lenovo
Chromebook Duo has a battery that goes on and on and on, especially if you're just doing some reading and casual games, and the screen is nice and bright for video and comics. The specs say that the battery lasts 10 hours, but I average 10-12 hours medium charge. A removable keyboard can feel cramped if you use
it for hours on end - if you have big hands, you'll probably want to invest in a full-size keyboard for your desk to use instead for stationary use - but as a quality Device or sofa computer, the duo is perfect. The screen is bright, the videos are crisp, and the comics look great. The speakers are a bit on the quiet side, but like
a slim 10-inch tablet, I'm fine with pairing headphones or Bluetooth speaker to it for YouTube binges. Since the day pre-orders have opened, the duo have been very, very hard to find in stock, so if this seems like a Chromebook for you, you'll want to check back early and often to see if the stock has just been updated.
It's worth waiting for the Chromebook tablet, which is affordable, reliable and fully accessorized out of the box, learning from the mistakes of Google Pixel Slate. There's only one port on the duo, one USB-C port, so you want to use Bluetooth for headphones and leave the port free to charge. The lack of a headphone jack
is not a huge loss, but some of them will be turned off by it; I'm more disappointed there is no USB-C port on both sides so that basically every Chromebook is released in the last two years. It's worth noting that the charger in the box here is piddly a little 10W USB charger - hey, Lenovo had to cut costs somewhere - so
you'll probably want to swap that for an 18W Power Delivery charger instead. The duo still charge in less than 90 minutes, but I wish it had at least 30W charging instead of the same 18W charging that most phones use. The duo finally gives us the kind of Google tablet we've wanted for ten years. It comes with a
keyboard when you need it, but it works well all by itself. Source: Ara Wagoner / Android Central 3. Acer Chromebook 713 Bottom Line: If you need the performance and power in your Chromebook, you'll want to look at the Athena Chromebook project so that you know it's powerful, fast and safe. This 13.5-inch 2-in-1
surpasses the rest of The Current Athena Harvest project in ports, durability, and value, giving you a reliable laptop hundreds less than its competitors. There's even an HDMI port built in, for professionals who are constantly connecting to external monitors or a projector in a conference room. Display size: 13.5-inch
2256x1504px 3:2 Touchscreen Processor: Intel Core i3/i5/i7 Ram: 8-16GB Storage: 64-256 GB Battery life: 10 hours Ports: 1x USB-A, 2x USB-C, HDMI, microSD, audio combo connector Weight: 3 pounds Colors: Silver Other features: Project Athena certified, backlit keyboard, 720p Webcam, 45W Charger Date
Automatic Update Expiration Date: June 2028 Processor Storage RAM Supplier Intel Core i5 128GB 8GB $630 in Best Buy Powerful Future Specification Bright 3:2 screen for HDMI port performance built-in speakers not much limited availability like the Acer Spin 13 before it, the Acer Chromebook Spin 713 is one of the
most powerful Chromebooks out there that doesn't just go completely overboard in terms of price. Project Athena is a program said works with manufacturers to produce laptops that will be fast, powerful and reliable. So, like the Athena Chromebook project, there is the speed and power that the spin 713 absolutely
delivers on. Even with dozens of open tabs and a few Android apps, this Chromebook keeps chugging together, although the fan can kick in from time to time - yes, Intel Core i3, i5, or i7 requires a fan to keep it cool once you really get it going. The bottom of the laptop doesn't heat up too much, so you can still use it on
your lap quite easily, but you'll hear the fan every now and then. Acer differed from the first two Athena Chromebooks in two ways. First, you actually have more than USB-C ports; There's a USB-A port and an HDMI port on the 713, which means you don't clamber onto the USB-C hub immediately. Secondly, while there
are slightly more expensive configurations if you want the i7, the standard i5/8GB/128GB model is quite reasonably priced. If you want to play on Chromebook - beyond Android apps and web games - there's still not much support yet beyond Stadia, but we know that Google is working to increase Steam compatibility on
Chromebooks through Linux Chrome OS Capabilities. Since Spin 713 is a Project Athena certified, this will be one of the Chromebooks with the best chance to actually take advantage of the real benefits once Google and Steam have things where they want it. At the same time, it's still the best kick for your dollar on high
performance Chromebook, and that 3:2 ratio aspects on screen are something many professionals swear by on their work machines. This relationship of aspects isn't so fun to watch movies, but it's great to see more data on the screen at a time, especially while split-screening, and 2K resolution gives you a clearer
image. If you're someone who loves a 3:2 screen and a sturdy, sturdy power processor, this Athena Chromebook project is for you. Source: Ara Wagoner / Android Central 4. Lenovo Chromebook Flex 5 Bottom Line: With a powerful 10th Gen Intel Core i3 chip, a beautiful 13-inch 1080p touchscreen, backlit keyboard and
a surprisingly reasonable price, the Flex 5 is a great Chromebook for almost everyone. Despite the slim and lightweight build, the Flex 5 has a 360-degree hinge for easy conversion to tent or tablet mode, along with up-shooting stereo speakers as well as support for both the USI Stylus and Wi-Fi 6 for power users.
Display size: 13.3-inch 1080p IPS Touchscreen Processor: Intel Celeron 5205U/Intel Core i3 Ram: 4GB Storage: 32-128 GB Battery life: 10 hours Ports: 2x USB-C, 1x USB-A, microSD, Audio Combo Connector Weight: 3 Pounds Of Colors: Graphite Grey Other Features: Wi-Fi 6, Bluetooth 5.0, 720p Camera, Charger
45W Automatic Update Expiration Date: June 2028 Processor Storage I3 64GB 4GB 410 on Amazon We recommend Intel Core i3 version Flex 5 for its extra power and its extra power and Cost. Compact design USI Stylus Compatibility Loud Up-Face Speakers Backlit Keyboard Limited Configuration Options Hard to
Find at Stock Best Best Best You can buy not necessarily the most powerful or the most expensive. It combines a number of features into a compact body that appeals to almost all Chromebook users, from beginners to experts, students and professionals. If your next laptop is here to work (and play harder), check out
our new favorite Chromebook on the market today, the Lenovo Flex 5 Chromebook. In fact the only reason it doesn't sit pretty at number one is that it's so good that you can't find stock anywhere without its price gouged. This laptop shares most of its design and feel with the previous overall pick, the Lenovo C340-11,
and indeed it's barely an inch larger than the 11.6-inch laptop, despite having a bright 13.3-inch touchscreen inside it. The framing around the Flex 5's 1080p screen is pretty thin - just enough for you to grip when flipping between laptop, stand, and tablet modes. This means that you get a compact laptop with a large
screen enough for quite comfortable split-screening. You'll also get a backlit keyboard that's comfortable enough to dial for 10 hours a day - that's what I use to write this right now - and sitting on either side of the keyboard are speakers that will get nice and loud (though a bit tiny when you start roaring). This version
comes with intel's latest 10th-generation i3 processor - there's also a version with The Celeron available, but it's well worth upgrading to the i3 - along with 4GB of RAM and 64GB of storage, which is plenty of energy for today's challenging business tasks. Like many of the new Chromebooks on this list, Flex 5 comes with
two USB 3.1 Type-C ports and one outdated USB-A port, as well as a microSD slot for expandable storage and a headphone jack. You get Wi-Fi 6 for a faster and more reliable connection - and Bluetooth 5.0, so your headset won't fall out so often - and 45W charging bricks in a box tops 52.5Whr batteries in just 90
minutes. The Chrome OS was built to work well on modest hardware, so on the Flex 5 mid-range hardware, everything is smooth and stable. While we're not thrilled there are no more memory and memory sizes - would kill Lenovo to offer 8GB models?! - there is very little to otherwise complain here. 4GB was enough
for all the work I did, even if I had a few windows and Android apps open. When I originally reviewed Flex 5, it didn't seem all that surprising on paper, especially compared to the Athena Project Chromebooks that were coming out during spring and summer. I once spent a few days with him though, Flex 5 totally
conquered me. That's more than the sum of its parts - and a lot more than its modest price tag would you consider. Lenovo already knows how to make a big small Chromebook, and for just a few small updates, it does that can please almost anything. $410 on Amazon Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central 5. ASUS
Chromebook Flip C214 Bottom Line: Lightweight and portable, ASUS Chromebook Chromebook The C214 is one of the most versatile Chromebooks out there. It received a waterproof keyboard and was certified Mil-STD 810G, which means that a drop from the bag or desk will not hurt it, making it ideal for a student of
any age. Also, the included stylus makes it schooly! Display size: 11.6-inch touchscreen 1366x768px Processor: Intel Celeron N4000 Ram: 4GB Storage: 32GB Battery life: 12 hours Ports: 2x USB-C, 1x USB-A, microSD, Audio Combo Connector Weight: 2.6 lb Colour: Black Features: 720p Camera, Camera, 45W
Charger, additional built-in stylus Automatic expiration date: June 2026 Durable, drop-resistant build spill-resistant keyboard Built-in stylus (on some models) 360-degree hinge 11.6-inch ASUS Chromebook Flip C214 folds completely flat in a high-strength zinc alloy hinge tablet that should not be worn out regardless of
whether the Xtyrnak Flip C214 folds completely flat into a high-strength zinc alloy hinge tablet that should not be worn out regardless of whether the XTY Chromebook Flip C214 folds completely flat into a high-strength zinc alloy hinge tablet that should not be worn out regardless of whether the tablet is completely flat in
a high-strength zinc alloy hinge that should not be worn out regardless of whether the tablet is completely flat in a high-strength zinc alloy hinge tablet that should not be worn out regardless of the fact that How hard your child is - or you - on it. ASUS has a number of student features on the C214, including a fully
articulating hinge, a built-in stylus on premium models, and many ports to connect accessories. The main draw here, however, is like a laptop: it can fit in the smallest backpacks, making it ideal for kids starting bringing a laptop to school. You are also going to get a very school battery life of about 12 hours of use, which
should get most people through a full day. Even better, ASUS thought about each case of use, adding a rubberized grip to the edges of the C214, ensuring that the clumsy hands won't drop it while toting it around the class, and the anti-scratch coating should keep it from looking too shabby after months and years of
constant attention. We obviously recommend this for students of all ages, but the C214 will do just as well with someone looking for a not-too-expensive Chromebook that doesn't take up much space in a bag or purse. It's not the most beautiful laptop ever made, but it gets the job done. This version of the C214 improves
the 2017 model in every way: thinner, more powerful and better optimized. $450 on Amazon (Stylus) Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central 6. Lenovo Chromebook C340 (11.6) Bottom Line: A proven performer from a company that knows how to build incredible laptops, the Lenovo C340 has all the ports we want in the
Chromebook, and enough to get-up and go to get you through a long day of work, school work, or Reddit-surfing. Given its relatively low starting price, you can forgive the plastic case, but the aluminum cover gives the C340 a premium look. You can also expect about nine hours of battery life, a resilient and spacious
keyboard for a laptop of this size, and An 11.6-inch display that gets the job done until you sit in full, direct sunlight. Display size: 11.6-inch 1366x768px IPS Touchscreen Processor: Intel Celeron N4000 N4000 4-8GB Storage: 32-64 GB Battery life: 10 hours Ports: 2x USB-A, 2x USB-C, microSD, audio combo connector
Weight: 2.7 pounds Colour: Sandy Pink or Platinum Grey Other features: 720p Camera, 45W Charger Automatic Expiration Update: June 2026 Storage RAM Supplier 32GB 4GB $260 at Walmart 64GB 4GB $320 on Amazon Compact Design Good build Quality Long-term Support Plastic Body Limited Choice Port
Screen is Relatively Low Resolution Usually When You're Shopping for a New Laptop, It's easy to get caught up in specs and end up buying the biggest, most powerful laptop you can afford, but for Chromebooks that's not necessarily going to get you a better experience. The laptop that gave me a top-notch experience
for most of 2020 was one of the most affordable Chromebooks on the market: the Lenovo Chromebook C340 (also known as the C340-11), which is affordable, reliable, and finally readily available again after selling like hot cakes during the first few months of the pandemic. Despite being an 11.6-inch laptop, the Lenovo
C340-11 has more ports than many 13-15-inch laptops, featuring a USB-A and USB-C port on each side of the machine, a large volume and power button, and a microSD slot. This new model is also planned for nearly seven years of chrome OS updates. It's lightweight and very portable, easy to slide into your bag as
you move from meeting to meeting and quickly wake up back once you get where you're going. This Chromebook has proven to be very, very popular for the months it has been available: Amazon can rarely keep 64GB models in stock - especially the enticing Versions of Sand Pink - and most other retailers sell just as
quickly with 32GB models. If you can find the C340-11, especially the 64GB model, don't wait too long; blink, and they will disappear. The C340-11 has been out for almost a year and it has worked as a champion ever since, lasting more than nine hours on a single charge and holding with more than a dozen tabs open.
The bezel around the screen is large, but they come in handy when you turn it into tablet mode, and the keyboard is easy to dial for hours at a time. With a dual USB port and all-day battery life, Lenovo's aluminum-cap 2-in-1 laptop is bigger than a pretty face. Source: Lenovo 7. Lenovo Chromebook C340 (15.6) Bottom
line: If you're going to park it on your desk or haul it from work to home and back if you need all the screen space without breaking your budget, Lenovo has a Chromebook for you. The C340-15 is powerful enough that you really want to work on it, and the 2-in-1 form factor means you can support it in tent mode after an
hour for movie marathons in your hotel room. Display size: 15.6-inch touchscreen IPS 1920x1080px Processor: Intel Pentium Gold / Intel Core i3 Ram: 4GB 32-64 GB Battery life: 10 hours Ports: 1x USB-A, 2x USB-C, microSD, audio combo connector Weight: 4.37 pounds Colour: Mineral Grey Other features: Full-
bodied keyboard with license plate, camera 720p, 45W 45W | Automatic Expiration Date Update: June 2025 Full keyboard with room pad Solid build and performance Huge 2-in-1 Chromebook No 8GB screen option can be brighter, if the Lenovo Flex 5 and Lenovo C340-11 that we've covered so far are good but too
small to your liking, Lenovo also makes a super-sized version in the Lenovo Chromebook C340 (15.6), also known as the Lenovo C340-15. Unlike the smaller C340-11, the C340-15 has a choice of processors, but if you absolutely have a tight limit to your budget, I recommend skipping the Pentium Gold models and
instead capturing the i3 models, so you have a little more energy for your sessions involving multiple windows and any Linux applications that you might use. It may not have a 4K screen like the Lenovo C630 did, but it's significantly cheaper and has a more durable, pleasing-in-hand design. The C340-15 can only have
up to 64GB of storage - please please do yourself a favour and get the i3/64GB model - but it also has a microSD card slot, so you can download to movies for this cross-country flight. Its 56kWh battery can last 10 hours, long enough to watch three Lord of the Rings movies (theatrical rather than extended edition) before
you need to find a USB-C charger. The 2-in-1 form factor may not seem like it's all that useful for a laptop this big - and yes, a 15.6-inch tablet is a bit much - but the ability to flip it back into stand mode is great if you have a workstation at work with an extra monitor or mechanical keyboard. Stand mode allows you to get
that nice big touchscreen closer to your hands so that it's easier to tap on while hard at work, and after hours, you can kick it into bench mode again to keep the keyboard out of the way while you're watching a movie in bed, or playing Freecell while you wait for the next meeting to roll around. Another beautiful feature of
the C340-15 is the addition of a number pad for a full-size keyboard, which is great for those of us who prefer to lock the Chromebook through a PIN or need to enter a lot of numbers and scores. It's a slight improvement, but it has a huge impact. This super-sized successor to our beloved 11-inch Chromebook brings a
solid offering for the big-screen segment of the Chromebook market. Source: Daniel Bader / Android Central 8. Google Pixelbook Go Bottom line: Google's own Chromebook, Pixelbook Go, is a traditional laptop cot with one of the best keyboards and trackpads we've ever used. It also has excellent integration with
Google Assistant, and can get new Chrome OS features in front of other Chromebooks. The magnesium body is lightweight and strong, and even the entry-level model comes with 8GB of RAM for plenty of tab jumping. Display size: 13.3-inch 1080p touchscreen/13.3-inch 4K touchscreen Intel 8th Gen Core m3/i5/i7 Ram:
8-16GB Storage: 64-256 GB Battery life: 12 hours Ports: 2x USB-C, Audio Combo Connector Weight: 2.3-2.4 pounds Colour: Just Black or Not Pink Other features: 1080p Camera, 45W 45W Titan's Auto Update Safety Chip Expiration Date: June 2026 Lightweight, compact design Incredible keyboard and trackpad Best-
in-class battery Limited Port Options Pricey Limited hinge range While the 3:2 form factor of the original Pixelbook certainly had its fans, I'm pleased as the kick that Go uses a much more reasonable 16:9 ratio of aspects that's best for split-screening and better for movies in flight. The Pixelbook Go can't fold back into
tablet mode like the Pixelbook - and most other Chromebooks on the market - but it also means it doesn't need huge exciting framing around the screen, allowing it to squeeze down into a slim footprint. This laptop, despite the spacious 13.3-inch display, weighs just 2.3 pounds. Another great feature of Go is the more
functional design, which is still luxurious. Guo has rounded edges and a wavy ridge bottom that increases grip and stability. The Pixelbook Go also has two colors - not pink and just black - quiet keys that are some of the best we've ever been on types, and a lightweight magnesium case similar to the one used by
Microsoft's Surface Line. If you live for what's the latest feature, Pixelbook Go is for you because, like Google branded Chromebook, this brilliant kid gets all the new toys before anyone does, especially after you hope for beta or Dev channels. You also want to invest in some USB-C hubs, as Pixelbook Go has only three



ports: a USB-C port on either side of the laptop and a headphone jack. While Google charges a premium for this Pixelbook compared to our other top picks, Pixelbook Go is one of our favorite traditional laptop designs. Every aspect of the design has been considered, from a quietly close magnetic latch to a high-quality
1080p camera, so important in our current environment. Fortunately, if you're willing to spend a little more, Google offers premium Pixelbook Go options that go up to the Core i7 with 16GB of RAM and 256GB of storage - although we recommend sticking to the Core i5 version, which has a generous 8GB of RAM and
128GB of storage. Although not 2-in-1, pixelbook Go is a powerful, premium Chromebook cot with a gorgeous magnesium shell. Source: Android Central 9. Samsung Galaxy Chromebook Bottom Line: If you want absolutely the best screen you can get on the Chromebook, you know it has to be Samsung. Samsung's
Galaxy Chromebook is not only beautiful, it's powerful, with a 10th Gen i5 processor and 256GB of SSD storage. It's a super-thin, fanless laptop with the i5, so just keep in mind this laptop will be hot for longer sessions. Display size: 13.3-inch 3840x2160px (4K) AMOLED Touchscreen Processor: 10th Gen Intel Core i5
Ram: 8GB Storage: 256GB Battery life: 8 hours Ports: 2x USB-C, microSD, audio combo connector Weight: 2.29 Colors: Fiesta Red or Mercury Grey Other features: Certified Project Athena, backlit keyboard, fingerprint sensor, no fan, built-in stylus, front and rear cameras, 45W Automatic upgrade update Date: June
2028 Best screen on Chromebook Super slim and beautiful built-in stylus for sketches No fan means it gets hot No configurations, only the choice of color Meh battery Chromebooks with 4K screens is still a relatively small and elite group, and if you want a 4K Chromebook that is actually easy enough to carry around all
day without hitting the entire month of rent, Samsung's latest and greatest Chromebook is one for you. The Galaxy Chromebook features a 4K screen, a 10th-generation i5 processor, 8GB of RAM and 256GB of SSD. It's a copper ring, guys. Like the Athena Chromebook project, it is powerful and secure, offering a
fingerprint sensor in the top right corner of the keyboard and the chrome OS sandbox system for applications. The Galaxy also comes with a built-in, pressure-sensitive handle - similar to the ones we find in the Note series - and it's 2-in-1, so you can turn it into a drawing pill or support it in bed for a movie marathon. The
only downside to the Galaxy Chromebook - apart from this price tag - is that its slim profile means that the bottom of the Chromebook can warm up during intense sessions. The battery is also a little lower than we would expect, but Google and Samsung are working on some optimizations to help bring it back to the 8
hours we expect from Chromebook. If you want the latest specs for your work or the best screen around for watching movies, this gives you both. Source: Ara Wagoner / Android Central 10. Acer Chromebook 715 Bottom Line: If you want a big screen for less money, Acer offers up an understated Chromebook with an i3
processor and more memory and a 15-inch touchscreen without breaking the bank. It's Chromebook that's made to do things, especially with its keyboard number pad for entering classes and other numbers. Display size: 15.6-inch 1920x1080px IPS (optional touchscreen) Processor:Intel Pentium 4417U/Intel Core i3/i5
Ram: 4-16GB Storage: 32-128 GB Battery life: 10 hours Ports: 1x USB-A, 2x USB-C, USB-C microSD, audio combo-connector Weight: 4.3 pounds Colors: Grey Other features: Full-bodied keyboard with numpad, webcam 720p, charger 45W Auto Update Expiration Date: June 2025 Affordable power keyboard with
number large touch screen a little dim design boring While Acer Chromebook 715 is just good in several areas - the screen is adequate But not stellar, speakers are tinable from time to time - it adds up to a reliable option if you want a big screen, but not a big price. There aren't many 15-inch Chromebooks in this price
range these days - and even fewer with touchscreens - so it helps the overall unimposing 715 stand out in the pretty crowded Chromebook lineup that Acer keeps cranking up. The touchscreen on the laptop cot may seem redundant, but I'm glad it's here. The hinge here is sturdy enough that while you can open it with
one hand, I almost always took precautions using two. I am grateful for this rigidity; The cover won't flop flat flat clap closed when I pick it up with my knees, as some 2-in-1s do. The battery is also, as they say, beauty lies inside, and the power under the modest aluminum chassis is what should draw you to the Acer 715.
The Intel i3 is a powerful processor perfect for professionals and power users. I wish it was sold with 8GB of RAM, but the 4GB was enough to get by on my model review during the weeks I tried it out. Like the Lenovo C340-15, the 715 comes with a Numpad on the keyboard, another advantage for number-crunchers
and teachers with dozens of classes to enter. There is an even more powerful configuration available, but given the exorbitant price tag, I don't think 16GB of RAM is worth it. The standard i5/4GB/128GB model offers additional storage for downloaded videos/apps while remaining powerful enough to put your work up,
and it's a price performer. The build quality is solid on the powerful but understated Acer Chromebook 715, making it great for office work but a little great for travel. What are the best Chromebooks you can buy today? The beauty of the Chromebook market is that there are so many options to choose from. If you want
something specifically for portability and battery life, there are plenty of great options. Similarly, if you don't plan to move it off the table and would prefer a large, beautiful display and plenty of processor power to back it up, there are plenty of options for you too. Our best choice will be the Lenovo Flex 5 Chromebook,
which hits all the right markets when it comes to laptop, including build quality, performance, battery life, and durability, all at a very fair price. The problem is that Flex 5 is so good no one can keep it in stock, so if you have weeks to wait to restock, you'll probably be better off grabbing the ASUS Chromebook C434. The
C434 is incredibly capable and will rival many mid-range Windows 10 laptops for much less money. Its 14-inch touchscreen is stunning, as is its spacious keyboard and superb trackpad. The Lenovo C340 is a great option in every size: the 11.6-inch version is great for those who want a reliable laptop on a budget and the
15-inch version offers excellent upgrades like a full-size keyboard with a room pad and Intel i3 processor. Google's own Pixelbook Go is our choice if you want to see the latest Chrome OS features straight out of Google itself, and it has an amazing keyboard and trackpad combo to download. And if you're a student, or
buy for someone who is, the ASUS Chromebook Flip C214 is so light you'll forget it's in your bag. Chromebooks can get tied up as soon as for students and payrolls. However, there is really a Chromebook for everyone these days, whether it's just browsing e and social media or getting down and messy with Linux apps
and coding IDEs. While there are many great Chromebook manufacturers out there, the Lenovo and ASUS models seem to go harder and longer than the competition, although Samsung, Dell, and HP may make some pretty premium premium when they put their minds to it. Choosing Chromebook is a little different
from choosing a Windows or Mac laptop because of the standardized, cloud-oriented nature of Chrome OS. Because Google controls the search and software update schedule for each Chromebook model, the Chromebook built by Lenovo should act in the same way as Dell's Chromebook or Samsung. So what does
that mean? This means that you can focus a little less on these basic specifications and focus more on what you want to do with the machine you choose. This process may seem a little out of order, but believe me on this one: 1. Get one with a touchscreen - 2-in-1, if you can touch screens can be a luxury for other
laptop systems, but on Chromebooks, I believe that's a requirement. Chrome OS Touch Optimization is getting better every month, and since most Android Chromebooks apps can be installed through Google Play optimized for touch, treat yourself to a touchscreen! Touch models aren't usually that much more expensive
for Chromebooks in 2019 - many Chromebook models don't even bother with no touchscreen versions these days - but if you see a Chromebook that says it's not a touch, walk away and don't look back. It's a beautiful thing to be able to tap the screen when scrolling through Amazon, and after playing solitaire on the
touch screen, you'll never go back to using your mouse. This touchscreen comes in even more manual on 2-in-1s, the best form factor I've seen for Chromebooks yet. Being able to support your Chromebook in tent mode for a movie, or folding it flat in tablet mode for some in bed viewing while down with the flu is
amazing, but having a 360-degree hinge is great for everyday performance, too. You can bend your Chromebook back to more angles when working in awkwardly lit offices with strange glare of light or propped up on your knees at a ballgame because you haven't forgotten those quarterly expense reports that were due
tomorrow and refuse to miss a game for that. 2. Decide on other features you want Chrome OS almost entirely the same on every device from software perspective, which means that standout hardware features will be above all, and figuring out which of those features you want or need in the machine can help narrow
the field and guide you to your perfect Chromebook. As mentioned earlier, you'll want a touchscreen Chromebook - 2-in-1 if you can swing - but if you tend to do a lot of movie viewing, you can have a high-quality screen, or loud, front speakers. If you want to be more productive with lots of open tabs and screens with a
larger window, you can have a 3:2 display that is more suited to split screening and a more powerful processor/memory configuration. Performance should also pay special attention to port configuration on their looking Chromebooks as USB-C starts replacing most other ports with more premium Chromebooks like
pixelbooks while more grounded models keep USB-A ports around along with new USB-C charging ports. USB-C. With younger children - or travelers who are prone to slips, spills and accidents - you might want to look at the growing number of Chromebooks with military-grade MIL-STD 810G durability or water-
resistant keyboards. 3. Choose your Chromebooks size come in different sizes, but they tend to gravitate towards four sizes in total: 11.6-inch models are portable and affordable. At their smaller size, their screens can look good even if they are less than 1080p native resolution - although screen resolution is processed a
little differently on Chrome OS; We'll get to that a little bit later. Depending on the on-screen framing, 11.6-inch Chromebooks may have full-size keys or slightly shrivelled keys, although most manufacturers use full-size keys on 11.6-inch models. 12.3-12.5-inch models are becoming more and more popular, especially
with removable and 2-in-1s like the HP Chromebook X2, Microsoft Surface Pro Line, and Google Pixel Slate. These models often have a 3:2 side ratio, making them more useful for split-screening windows, multitasking and sketch/photography apps. 14-inch models sit at a high limit for the portable category. However,
with subtle framings and proper engineering, they can be almost as portable and manageable as 13-inch laptops with 7-9 hours of battery life. If you need to display the text in a larger font - and yes, Chrome OS has a separate font scale regardless of the increase in display - the 14-inch model is the best choice for a
productive Chromebook that won't strain your eyes, especially since most 14-inch models start at 1080p. 15.6-inch models are made for tables and tables. I love them as LINOs - a laptop only in the name - because while you can shove them into large laptop backpacks for rest, these Chromebooks are not made for
circles and tray desks, they are made for a standard office environment where they usually live in peace. These big laptops are excellently malleable for performance because you can see more at one time, but they tend to have shorter battery life and higher weights that discourage them from being dragged around daily.
In general, the larger the size of your Chromebook, the more you can potentially fit on the screen, but it will also be less portable and shorter in battery life. The smaller it is, the less heavy and (usually) the less expensive it will be. However, smaller models may also suffer from lower-resolution screens, although scaling
the Chrome OS display and adjusting fonts may make up some of that. 4. Memory and storage - what do you really need? RAM - Random Memory Access - is a critical specification for computers of all sizes and shapes, from phones and tablets to desktops and laptops. It's used by a processor (s) to run current tabs,
apps, and commands, clicks, and operations that make your Chromebook work. So how much RAM do I need? The 4GB of RAM in The Chromebook is good today. 8GB is better, and high-end Chromebooks can come with 16GB or more, but 4GB of RAM is more than to run Chrome OS with multiple apps and a dozen
Chrome tabs. If you're a longtime Windows user - or a longtime computer user of any kind - looking at the storage on most Chromebooks will seem confusing at first because it won't sound like enough. Chrome OS is based on cloud storage - Google Drive is integrated directly into the Files app - but local storage is still
essential for things like Android apps from Google Play, offline documents and downloaded music/movies for these awful flights without Wi-Fi. You can also expand storage on many Chromebooks with SD or microSD cards, but there's no beating proper local storage to start with. 32GB of storage is a job, but I
recommend going with a model with at least 64GB of storage. Search for 128GB or more is usually reserved for premium Chromebooks with heftier price tags, but 64GB of Chromebooks are fairly widely available and offer more than enough space for some drive offline synchronization and some extraordinary
entertainment. 5. Always check the expiration date! Chrome OS is designed, managed and updated by Google for all Chromebooks, but Google doesn't want to be stuck supporting every random budget set and driver set forever, so every Chromebook has an expiration date and shelf life, just like the milk in the fridge!
This is the expiration date of the automatic update, and it can be found for each model on this handy dandy support page, which I bookmark because I'm a freak and you should check often while you're shopping for Chromebooks. Now, Chromebooks don't turn into a pumpkin on the AUE date - assuming that your
Chromebook lasts three to six years until that date - but it does stop getting these system updates every Chromebook receives every four to six weeks that contain bug fixes, security patches, and new features. If your Chromebook is still running decently at the time, you're a champion, and with a tiny bit of know-how, you
can reformat it to run one of a dozen Linux distributions instead. However, four to six years is a long time for any laptop and most likely your will be getting long in the tooth by then, but right now, when buying, always check AUE to see how long your Chromebook will get updates. Some Chromebooks have a shorter
lifespan than others if they are built on the same platform as the previous Chromebook - AUE is based on a hardware platform rather than an individual model, which is also why many Chromebooks have the same AUE dates - so this is something you always want to check before buying, even if the model itself is brand
new. What is Chrome OS? Chromebooks run Chrome OS, a Google-driven version of Chromium OS, a free Linux distribution that is open source, lightweight and web-oriented. Chrome OS not Install regular apps and programs the way you would on a Windows PC. instead, Chromebooks rely on web apps, Android apps
installed and managed through Google Play, and Linux apps that are slowly rolling out rolling out more and more Chromebook models. The biggest strength of Chrome OS lies in its easy stability and reliability. On computers with specifications that barely support other operating systems, Chrome OS works adequately
and often perfectly, meaning that for lower-end laptops, Chromebooks rule! However, Chrome can take advantage of the most powerful components - from the latest multi-core processors to 4K displays - to create a super-smooth, super-powered premium experience. Chrome OS is designed largely for education and
entrepreneurship, which means that the system is hard to break, easy to manage - all updates are handled in the background by the system itself - and surprisingly secure, with a lucrative bounty program, including a huge constant reward for those who find ways to compromise Chrome OS in its off-the-block guest
mode. In short, Chrome OS is a lightweight, high security system that is great for users with any level of technical know-how. Chromebooks are simple enough for schoolchildren to use and powerful enough for bigshot businessmen, meaning they're great for everyone that doesn't need a system of specific high-intensity
programs such as video editors, CAD rendering, and PC games - and even that's coming to Chromebooks soon from the stadium. For students - and young users in general - you want to look for a reliable portable size machine. The 11.6-inch Chromebooks are 10-inch Chromebook tablets that dominate the space, with
slightly older/lower specs to help offset their robust requirements and cut throat pricing. You should check out our full rundown on the best Chromebooks for students, but this is our favorite: This new model improves on the C213 in almost every way: the average camera is in a better position, the sturdy body is a little
thinner, and the performance and battery is still solid rock. Two USB-A ports and USB-C, a sturdy case and keyboard that can withstand 12 ounces of liquid, and configurations available for 8GB of RAM or 64GB of storage, make it a more expensive Chromebook, but one that's built to the last. Dell got it backordered until
March, though... For younger users who consume more content than writing it, this Chromebook tablet with a removable keyboard is perfect for watching videos, drawing in art apps and facilitating kids in Chrome OS before they start using regular Chromebooks at school. This Chromebook doesn't have the same solid
rating as the rest of these education-minded Chromebooks, but it has a lower price and a brighter look. Does your child prefer a larger screen for split screening of their homework and Twitch? This Chromebook offers a nice large touchscreen with a room pad for easy math input Once you've got your priorities right and
choose a Chromebook that's perfect for you, you're ready to enter a new world of light, secure computing with handy Chrome performance and Android apps from Google Play. Welcome to the club, and enjoy! Credits - Team Team worked on this guide Ara Wagoner theme phones and pokes YouTube Music with a stick.
When she's not writing help and how-to, she's running around Walt Disney World with a Chromebook. You can follow her on Twitter @arawagco. If you see it without headphones, RUN. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More. samsung chromebook model xe303c12a01us
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